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Practice Profile

Xenia Stavrou is a specialist family lawyer appearing for respondent parents, grandparents and children (both 
directly and by their Children's Guardian) in public law Children Act/Adoption Act proceedings in Courts throughout 
London and the South East of England.

Miss Stavrou's family practice is concentrated upon Care Proceedings and has included numerous matters 
involving shaken baby syndrome "SBS" and other non accidental injuries, serious sexual assaults upon children, 
neglect and the unexplained death of a sibling child in the family.

Xenia studied law at University College London and is a member of Middle Temple.

Xenia's Privacy Policy can be downloaded here.
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News

Criminal Appeals Seminar

22 April 2024

5KBW Criminal Appeals Unit is delighted to present the first in a series of seminars on appellate matters:

The Criminal Appeal Office and Court of Appeal (Criminal Division) [CACD]

A practical approach to CACD procedure: Master Alix Beldam KC, Registrar of Criminal Appeals

Fresh evidence as a ground of appeal (now and in the future): Paul Taylor KC, General Editor of Taylor on 
Criminal Appeals

Wednesday 22nd May 2024 at 6pm

Xenia Stavrou
Call 1998
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Inner Temple Lecture Theatre

Master Beldam KC will discuss the work of the Criminal Appeal Office and the CACD, the procedural framework 
for launching and pursuing an appeal and the practical issues that often arise.

Paul Taylor KC will analyse the CACD’s current approach to grounds of appeal based on fresh evidence. He will 
also consider potential changes in this area that may follow the recommendations of the Law Commission’s 
Criminal Appeal Project (expected in 2025.)

Please click here to register your intertest in attending this seminar.
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